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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

INT. PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL’S LAIR EVENING

EVIL THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In

Professor Steel Skull’s lair, Professor Steel Skull is

TYPING on his computer, causing the data from his computer

to be downloads into 5 giant cylinders.

Suddenly Ivan the Poacher, Crabby and Muscle Mass came up to

him while typing on his computer.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

(grins)

It’s almost complete my project is

coming to a close.

IVAN THE POACHER

This is something to take down the

Koalas with?

Professor Steel Skull gets off of his chair and walks over

to the cylinders.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

It’s simple really, all of this

time I have a thought that if I

can’t defeat the Koalas, let other

Koalas defeat them.

MUSCLE MASS

So you made clones of the Koalas?

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

Yes I have...but with the clones

that I made they have complete

opposites of the Koalas but they

have one thing in comen with the

Koalas martial arts skills.

Professor Steel Skull presses a button on his computer. The

5 cylinders all OPEN releasing STEAM from the cylinders.

From the first cylinder came out CREEPY PAUL 6’03 immature,

creepy,rude has darker grey fur, scares all over his body, a

spike sticking out from his right shoulder and razor sharp

claws.

Then comes out CREEPY BRUCE 6’07, mature, lazy, creepy has

dark brown fur, has a black Mohawk, black beard, has 4

spikes on his left arm and has razor sharp claws. The third
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opened releasing CREEPY MARTIN, 6’02, dumb, rude, stupid,

has a hutch back, a 3 spike on his back, 2 spikes on his

elbows, navy blue fur, and razor sharp teeth and claws.

CREEPY JAKE 6’08, super smart, athletic, has a big brain,

has a spike on his right shoulder and 5 spikes along his

left arm and has razor sharp teeth and claws who cam out

from the cylinder.

And CREEPY FLUFFY 6’03, mean, creepy, cruel, selfish, a

tomboy, has long black hair, a scar on her left eye and has

razor sharp claws.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

Presenting the Creepy Koalas, these

clones of the original Koalas, but

they have the opposite of their

personalities.

CREEPY MARTIN

Dahhh, it’s karate time , haha,

haha, haha, haha.

Professor Steel Skull punches Creepy Martin in the face.

CREEPY MARTIN

Ouch.

CRABBY

So what do you want us to do with

them?

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

(explain)

Simple really the Creepy Koalas

shall defeat the Koalas once and

for all and once they are defeated

the Creepy Koalas shall find Rose

and bring her to me and that is how

the plan shall work, all we need

now is to lore them in.

Professor Steel Skull picked up his phone from his computer

and put it up to his ear.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

(into the phone)

Hello Enzo I need a favor.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF TEASER ACT

ACT ONE
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FADE IN

INT. S.P.D’S PENTHOUSE LIVING ROOM AFTERNOON MOMENTS LATER

HIP HOP MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. At S.P.D’s new penthouse is

a sign saying "Welcome home" on it. The Koalas, Rose

McScott, Arthur Nickels, Katelyn Reads, Doug Smith, Nelson

and Ginger Waves and Pablo are all at the party.

The Stan, Peter, Dexter, and the Professors all come into

the living room.

PROFESSOR RYAN REXES

(smiles)

Welcome to our penthouse reopening

party.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

Please enjoy some horderves that

Pablo.

PABLO

Oh it’s nothing it’s something that

at last minute.

JAKE

(smiles)

Don’t mind if I do.

Jake shoves 5 tacos into his mouth and starts to eat them,

causing CRUNCHING NOISE to come out from his mouth. The

other Koalas each picks up a taco from the plate and started

to eat them.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(smiles)

This is so nice of you inviting us

to your house reopening party.

PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

(smiles)

Oh it’s nothing you are the one who

send us in when our old penthouse

was destroyed.

PROFESSOR VIOLET REXES

And the one who picked out this

nice couch for us.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Oh you.

Professor Marvin Popper set down right next to Paul.

(CONTINUED)
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FLUFFY

Hey Stan I saved you a seat right

next to me.

STAN

(nervous)

Um that’s OK I am fine standing.

PAUL

So Professor what happens if your

penthouse is destroyed again?

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

It’s simple we have sprinklers set

up on the ceiling and if like a

meteor hits the penthouse we have a

force field.

PAUL

Well that shall come in handy.

BRUCE

Powerful Paul we worry to much , It

feels like you are off guard a lot.

Jake takes Bruce’s taco, but Bruce SLAPS his hand before

Jake takes his taco.

DEXTER

(to Jake)

So I got this new video game from a

fan do you want to play it.

JAKE

(smiles)

You got me with a video game dude.

Suddenly Paul’s Koala Cell VIBRATES in his pocket. Paul

takes out his Koala Cell from his pocket and looks at it.

PAUL

(to the other Koalas)

Koalas, Crime is a foot, let’s go.

MARTIN

Oh come on Powerful Paul take a

break let the police handle this.

ARTHUR NICKELS

Not for me it’s my night off.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

Sorry guys whatever villain we face

is a villain that must be stopped.

BRUCE

OH fine Party Pooper.

The Koalas all left S.P.D’s living room and out the front

door.

FADE TO

EXT. WAREHOUSE DISTRICT OF EUCALYPCITY EVENING

Down at the Warehouse district Enzo Zitzo and his 2

bodyguards and breaking into a warehouse. Enzo’s bodyguards

uses 2 crowbars on the door and BREAK it open.

ENZO ZITZO

Come on boys lets get what we can

and go.

All of a suddenly the Koalamoble ZOOMS through the gate,

ramming the gate down to the ground and STRETCHES to a

halt.The Koalas go out of the Koalamoble and into their

fighting stances.

PAUL

Hello Enzo still doing Steel

Skull’s favors.

ENZO ZITZO

Looks embarrassing but yes.

JAKE

Yeah don’t care after we are done

with you three we have a party to

go back to.

ENZO ZITZO

Looks like that party is going to

be over after our friends take care

of you.

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Creepy

Koalas BREAKS out through Enzo’s limo’s roof and hope onto

the ground.

ENZO ZITZO

(mad)

Ahh not the limo it’s brand new.

(CONTINUED)
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CREEPY PAUL

(rude)

Well sorry but heard the signal so

pop from the car.

CREEPY JAKE

Um really it’s a limo, limos are

are designed too.

CREEPY PAUL

(shouts)

Shut up Jakey!!!

MARTIN

Paul do you see the resemblance on

these guys?

PAUL’S P.O.V

Paul sees all 5 of the Creepy Koalas.

PAUL(V.O)

Yes they looks like us, but

different.

RETURN TO SCENE.

FLUFFY

Totally, I mean look at what my

clone is like, she is pulling the

guerrilla warfare look terribly.

CREEPY FLUFFY

(mad)

You take that back Vally Girl.

BRUCE

Could we just kick our psycho

clones’ butts already?

PAUL

I agree, let’s do that.

CREEPY PAUL

And I agree with you , let’s fight

each other.

BRUCE

With pleasure.

Bruce CRACKS his knuckles and throws a punch at Creepy

Bruce, but Creepy Bruce blocks the punch and judo throws

Bruce right at the warehouse door, causing him to SLAM into

it.

(CONTINUED)
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CREEPY BRUCE

(bored)

I don’t know let’s take a break, I

am getting tired.

CREEPY FLUFFY

Hey you just judo throwed your

opposite.

CREEPY BRUCE

(bored)

I know but I want to take a break,

it’s too hard.

Jake leaps into the air and do a downward kick right at

Creepy Jake, but Creepy Jake uses his TELEKINESIS POWERS to

make Jake FLOAT in the air.

JAKE

(smiles)

OK that’s cool my clone has super

powers.

CREEPY JAKE

Technically it’s Telekinesis.

JAKE

Whatever dude, just that this is

fun.

Creepy Jake uses his TELEKINESIS POWERS to throw Jake into a

wooden crate, CRASHING into it.

JAKE(V.O)

Awww OK that hurt.

Fluffy does a spin hook kick at Creepy Fluffy hitting her

and then does a flying front snap kick at her, but Creepy

Fluffy blocks the kick and do a counter kick at Fluffy and

then scratches Fluffy with her razor sharp claws scratching

her in the face and then do a back kick at her kicking her

to the ground. Fluffy do a leg sweep on Creepy Fluffy

knocking her to the ground.

FLUFFY

(disgusted)

OK with that claw attack you do you

really need to clean your nails.

CREEPY FLUFFY

My nails are just fine but your

nails are about to be broken.

(CONTINUED)
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Fluffy throws a punch right at Creepy Fluffy, but Creepy

Fluffy blocks the punch and then jumps off of the ground and

throws a kick at Fluffy, hitting her in the face. Creepy

Fluffy does a triple tornado kick at Fluffy kicking her in

the face, shoulder and waste, then Creepy Fluffy do a Seoi

nage judo throw on Fluffy slamming her to the ground.

FLUFFY

How dare you hit my beautiful face.

CREEPY FLUFFY

If you want a face like mine, you

have to get beaten up first.

Fluffy leaps off of the ground and throws a flying jump kick

at Creepy Fluffy.

Creepy Martin headbutts at Martin headbutting him in the

head and do an uppercut punch right at him and then a leg

sweep knocking him to the ground.

CREEPY MARTIN

Oops you fall down.

MARTIN

Looks like my opposite is stupid

and a idiot.

CREEPY MARTIN

Yeah um what’s an idiot.

Martin does an uppercut punch right at Creepy Martin and

then SHOCKS him with his teaser stick, and then FIRES LASERS

from his glasses.

MARTIN

That is what you are. A person who

is dumb and stupid.

CREEPY MARTIN

(angry)

No body calls me tupid!!!

Creepy Martin tackles Martin causing into the wall causing

both of them to CRASH through the wall.

MARTIN

(dizzy)

Now you get angry.

Creepy Martin scratches right at Martin, RIPPING his karate

uniform. Creepy Martin picks Martin up and throws him to the

ground.

(CONTINUED)
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Bruce throws a punch at Creepy Bruce, but Creepy Bruce

blocks the punch and do a double kick at Bruce and then

grabs him and throw him to the ground and them stomps on

him.

BRUCE

Hey I thought you’re lazy, but

you’re highly skilled fighter.

CREEPY BRUCE

I know and it’s so boring.

BRUCE

(mad)

Don’t you dare call martial arts

boring!!!

Bruce throws a punch at Creepy Bruce, and leaps off of the

ground and throws a flying jump kick at him, hitting him in

the chest.Paul and Creepy Paul both throw punches at each

other and they both blocked each other’s punches.

PAUL

So I am assuming that you’re a

creation of Professor Steel Skull.

CREEPY PAUL

Yeah so what that chrome dome made

me, but he made us to be stronger

and better then all of you.

Creepy Paul do an uppercut punch right at Paul.Paul falls

onto the ground. Paul SHOCKS Creepy Paul with his taser

stick and then swings his 3 section staff at Creepy Paul

hitting him the head, Creepy Paul pulls Paul’s 3 section

staff out of his hands and BREAKS them apart.

Paul kicks Creepy Paul in the face, causing him to fly

across the ground and slam into the wired fence. Creepy Paul

picks up a fence post and swings it right at Paul hitting

him in the stomach and then in the head, causing Paul to do

3 back flips in the air and then SLAMS onto the Koalamoble.

CREEPY PAUL

Give up your fighting skills are

stupid.

PAUL

(mad)

You’re forgetting that we both know

karate, but there is one more

martial art you forgot you don’t

know Koala Que Do.

(CONTINUED)
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Creepy Paul throws a side kick right at Paul, but Paul

blocks the kick and do an Impacter on Creepy Paul kicking in

the groin and then grabs his head and lock Creepy Paul in a

headlock. Creepy Paul judo throws Paul to the ground and

then throw RAPID punches at Paul hitting him multiple times.

Bruce does a spin hook kick right at Creepy Bruce, kicking

him in the chest and the judo throws him right at Creepy

Paul causing both of them to fall to the ground.

BRUCE

No buddy beats up my brother.

PAUL

Thanks bro.

Bruce helps Paul up from the ground.

BRUCE

And now let’s kick these opposites

butts.

Paul and Bruce both do a flying jump kicks right at Creepy

Paul and Creepy Bruce, but both Creepy Paul and Creepy Bruce

block the flying kicks and they both judo throw them to the

ground. Bruce takes out his kuwa and uses it to hit Creepy

Paul, and Creepy Bruce sending them flying up in the air and

fall down next to Enzo Zitzo and his bodyguards.

BODYGUARD 1

Hey boss could we help them?

BODYGUARD 2

Yeah they are taking a big beaten.

ENZO ZITZO

Just enjoy the show boys enjoy the

show.

Creepy Fluffy uppercuts Fluffy hitting her and then do a

double kick at her knocking her to the ground.

Martin do a double back kick at Creepy Martin hitting him

and then Creepy Martin takes off Martin’s glasses.

MARTIN

My glasses I can’t see.

CREEPY MARTIN

Good you won’t see this coming.

Creepy Martin throws a double kick right at Martin causing

him to fly upward in the air and then drops to the ground.

(CONTINUED)
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Jake press a button on his skateboard TRANSFORMING it into a

laser blaster,and FIRES LASERS at Creepy Jake 5 times, but

Creepy Jake uses his telekinesis to redirect the laser fire

back at Jake hitting him causing Jake to collapse to the

ground.

Bruce and Paul both do back kicks right at Creepy Paul and

Bruce kicking both of them and Paul throws a punch right at

Creepy Paul, but Creepy Paul blocked the punch.

CREEPY PAUL

Don’t you dare do another move we

know all of your moves.

Creepy Paul twist Paul’s left arm and judo throws him to a

stake of wooden crates CRASHING into them. Creepy Bruce

throws a kick at Bruce, but Bruce grabs his leg and Bruce

does a counter kick at him and judo throws him to the ground

and then raises his kuwa in the air and throws it to the

ground right at Creepy Bruce, but Creepy Bruce grabs the

kuwa and SNAPS it in half. Creepy Bruce throws a right hook

punch at Bruce, but Bruce blocks the punch and judo throws

Creepy Bruce to the ground and locks his leg in a leg lock.

Creepy Bruce kicks Bruce off his leg and grabs his throat

and throws him to the ground.

ENZO ZITZO

(impressed)

Good work Creepy Koalas now let’s

go before they get up on the

ground.

The Creepy Koalas all go into Enzo’s limo and Enzo also goes

into his limo. Enzo’s bodyguards both go into the front.

Enzo’s limo drive off from the warehouses.

The Koalas all slowly pick themselves off from the ground in

pain.

PAUL

I think we.

BRUCE

(interrupted)

Don’t say it.

PAUL

Meet our match.

BRUCE

(furious)

Oh COME ON!!!

(CONTINUED)
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FADE TO BLACK

END OF ACT ONE

FADE IN

ACT TWO

INT. S.P.D’S PENTHOUSE LIVING ROOM EVENING MOMENTS LATER

SAD MELLOW CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Back at S.P.D’s

penthouse Rose, the Professors and S.P.D are waiting for the

Koalas return. Stan was flipping channels on the TV.

Suddenly the Koalas all walk through the front door in pain

and walked towards the coach.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(shocked)

My Cuddly Koalas you are all in

pain what happened to you?

Paul sit down onto the coach.

PAUL

Steel Skull is what happened he

made clones of ourselves.

BRUCE

But not the good looking ones.

JAKE

Yeah more like knock off versions

of us.

FLUFFY

Totally but they aren’t identical.

MARTIN

Well sometimes clones can be

identical but sometimes twins or

triplets can be identical or if

there is more then that.

DEXTER

(interrupts)

Not now Marty.

Jake pulls out a hair of Creepy Jake from his pocket.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

But I got a hair sample from Creepy

Jake the smart one.

PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

We have to scan that sample right

away.

CUT TO

INT. S.P.D’S PENTHOUSE LABORATORY EVENING.

TECHNO CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Professor Lucy

Popper places the hair sample on the scanner. The scanner

scanned the hair sample.

The data from the hair sample is downloads onto the

computer. The data on the computer DINGS and on the computer

saids "data completed".

MARTIN

According to the computer the DNA

sample, Creepy Jake’s DNA and along

with the other Creepy Koala’s DNA

contains the XXL-131313 chemical.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

But some amounts of them.

ROSE MCSCOTT

That chemical seems dangerous.

PROFESSOR RYAN REXES

It is when combined with DNA from a

life form it’ll be monstrous.

PAUL

Now the clones of ourselves have

that came chemical.

STAN

What are guys going to do

surrender?

BRUCE

No way we never surrender.

JAKE

We take a vow when you fight crime

in Eucalypcity that we never

surrender in the path of protecting

our fare city.

(CONTINUED)
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PETER

But what do you guys suppose to

while the Creepy Koalas are running

a muk in Eucalypcity.

PAUL

(explains)

Simple the Creepy Koalas are the

opposites of us so we need to armor

up and another opposite of us and

take them down.

JAKE

Could we rest first before we go?

PAUL

No these clony creeps of ours are

our clones and they are made by

Steel Skull.

ROSE MCSCOTT

It’s true if Steel Skull wins

everything we know it shall be

gone.

PAUL

(to his siblings)

You heard mom let’s go find

ourselves.

The Koalas all run out from the laboratory and out through

the door.

CUT TO

EXT. STREETS OF EUCALYPCITY PARKING LOT EVENING.

EVIL THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.At a

parking of Enzo’s limo drove into the parking lot and

stopped in the middle of it.

Enzo, the Creepy Koalas and Enzo’s bodyguards all came out

from the limo. Professor Steel Skull stepped out from the

shadows.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

(ask Enzo)

So how did the test go?

ENZO ZITZO

They kicked their butts, looks like

these clones of the Koalas are more

advance then the real Koalas.

(CONTINUED)
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CREEPY MARTIN

Yeah dad is great.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

(furious)

Don’t call me dad I am your creator

but don’t call me dad.

CREEPY PAUL

So what do we suppose to call you?

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

Just call me Professor.

CREEPY MARTIN

What about Professor Dad.

Professor Steel Skull SHOCKS Creepy Martin causing him to

fall to the ground.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

Don’t you dare call me dad, daddy,

father or papa.Just call me

Professor!!!

CREEPY JAKE

And that’s why I am the smart one.

Suddenly Creepy Paul SNIFFS his nose and raises it in the

air.

CREEPY PAUL

I smell the Koalas coming.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

Good time for round two.

CUT TO

EXT. STREETS OF EUCALYPCITY

The Koalamoble drive down the street while the streetlamps

are FLICKERING. Suddenly the Creepy Koalas tackles the

Koalamoble sending it flying across the road and CRASHES

into a store window. The Koalamoble BURST into flames.

CREEPY FLUFFY

(asked)

We thought that you smell the

Koalas are coming?

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE(V.O)

Yes we are.

BRUCE(V.O)

And we’re here for round two.

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Koalas came

down from the sky wearing their Koalabots as battle armor

land to the ground.

CREEPY PAUL

The Koalas again.

CREEPY MARTIN

Dahh, what are they wearing?

CREEPY JAKE

Looks like some type of robotic

armor they have on.

MARTIN

Yes these are our Koalabots they

can also be used as armor to fight

foes like you.

CREEPY PAUL

Well let’s see if your armor can be

dented.

CREEPY BRUCE

Could we please make this fight

quick I want to take a nap.

BRUCE

Fine by me.

Bruce wearing Koalabot Delta as armor throws a punch right a

Creepy Paul hitting him causing him to fly across the road

causing him to CRASH onto the roof of a parked car. Bruce

then activates the rocket boots function on Koalabot Gama to

FLY into the air and then do a twirling downward kick right

at Creepy Paul, but Creepy Paul get off from the parked car

and does a jump kick right at Bruce kicking him to the

ground.

Paul wearing Koalabot Alpha as armor throws a kick right at

Creepy Fluffy kicking her in the face.

CREEPY FLUFFY

Does your mother know not to hurt

girls?

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

The rules have changed.

Paul wearing Koalabot Alphas as armor FIRES LASERS from it’s

laser cannon right at Creepy Fluffy, but Creepy Fluffy

dodges the laser fire and does a counter punch at Paul, but

Paul blocked the punch and does a counter punch at Creepy

Fluffy hitting her in the face and then kicks her in the

shines and then judo throws Creepy Fluffy to the

ground,Creepy Fluffy grabbed Paul’s leg and throws him to

the ground.

Martin wearing Koalabot Beta as armor FIRES a net onto

Creepy Jake, but Creepy Jake uses his TELEKINESIS powers to

RIP the net in half and then he uses his telekinesis to make

a bus FLOAT into the air, and throws it at Martin, but

Martin PROJECTS a FORCE FIELD out of his koalabot armor to

block the incoming bus, causing the bus CRASH into it.

Martin TURNS OFF the force field and FIRES ELECTRICITY at

Creepy Jake SHOCKING him in the face. Creepy Jake uses his

telekinesis but his powers won’t work.

CREEPY JAKE

Looks like my powers aren’t

working, what gives?

MARTIN

I upgraded my Koalabot armor with a

technology I made at short notice

to cancel your telekinesis power.

Martin FIRES LASERS right at Creepy Jake hitting, him

causing him to CRASH into the wall of the building.

Jake wearing Koalabot Omega as armor pull out it’s plasma

axe and swings it at Creepy Martin, but Creepy Martin

catches it with his teeth and then starts to eat it.

CREEPY MARTIN

Mmmm this is good what flavor is

it?

JAKE

Nope it’s plasma my brother say

that it’s hot stuff, but for you,

you like it.

CREEPY MARTIN

Does it come with strawberry

flavor?

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

Nope, but it come with a side off

butt kicking.

Jake kicks Creepy Martin in the chest causing him to lose

his grip on his plasma axe causing him to fall to the

ground. Creepy Martin do an uppercut punch at Jake punching

him in the stomach causing a dent on Koalabot Omega and Jake

grabs Creepy Martin and do a tomoe nage judo throw on Creepy

Martin throwing him right at a parked truck CRASHING on top

of it.

Creepy Bruce throws a kick at Fluffy kicking her in the hip,

but Fluffy wearing Koalabot Zeta as armor TURNS INVISIBLE,

causing Creepy Bruce to miss her. Fluffy turned visible

again and come behind and do a double kick right at Creepy

Bruce kicking him in the back and then uses Koalabot Zeta’s

razor sharp claws to scratch Creepy Bruce causing him to

fall to the ground.

FLUFFY

Give up lazy boy?

CREEPY BRUCE

(tired)

Nope, I’m just getting started.

FLUFFY

You don’t sound like it.

Creepy Bruce throws a punch at Fluffy, hitting her in the

face. Fluffy does a knee strike at Creepy Bruce in the

stomach and judo throwed him onto the ground and then uses

the stretching function on Koalabot Zeta stretching her

right arm 50 feet up and throws it down right at Creepy

Bruce hitting him causing him to CRACK through the ground

and CRASHING down into the sewers.

Bruce wearing Koalabot Delta as armor uses the laser firing

function on Koalabot Delta to fire laser rapidly right at

Creepy Paul, but Creepy Paul dodged all of the lasers and do

a flying jump kick right at Bruce kicking him in the chest,

then Bruce grabbed Creepy Paul’s leg and throw him in the

air and activated the rocket boot function on Koalabot Delta

to float in the air and do a powerful roundhouse kick right

at Creepy Paul kicking him causing him to CRASH into the

wall.

BRUCE

They don’t call me Big Bruce for

nothing.

(CONTINUED)
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Paul wearing Koalabot Alpha as armor do a jump kick right at

Creepy Fluffy and Creepy Fluffy also do a jump kick right at

Paul.Creepy Fluffy’s jump kick kicked right at Paul kicking

him in the face causing Koalabot Alpha’s face that Paul is

wearing as a mask to CRACK and break in half and break off

from him. Paul does a jump kick at Creepy Fluffy hitting her

in her face. Paul then does a spin hook kick at Creepy

Fluffy in the shoulder and throw a powerful punch right at

her, hitting her in the chest and then throws a sidekick

right at her in the face, causing her to SKID backward on

the ground.

CREEPY FLUFFY

Your mother shall be upset when she

here that you hit a girl.

PAUL

(mad)

Oh come enough of this hitting

girls thing you’re a criminal also,

so we have to hit you.

CREEPY FLUFFY

That’s just plain selfish.

Bruce wearing Koalabot Delta as armor FIRES MISSILES at

Creepy Paul, but Creepy Paul, block all of the missiles and

do a flying jump kick right at Bruce, but grabs his leg and

slams him to the ground and FIRES LASERS right at Creepy

Paul. Creepy Paul gets hit by the laser fire causing him to

SKID backwards. Bruce leaps into the air and body slams onto

Creepy Paul, causing the ground to CRACK under the pressure.

BRUCE

It doesn’t matter how tough the

enemy is.

Martin wearing Koalabot Beta as armor FIRES LASERS at Creepy

Jake, hitting him in the chest, causing Creepy Jake to

stumble backwards. Martin leaps into the air and does a

flying tornado kick at Creepy Jake in the face. Creepy Jake

throws a kick at Martin, but Martin catches the kick and

judo throws Creepy Jakey to the ground. Martin picks up

Creepy Jake and SPINS him in the air. Martin then throws a

kick Creepy Jake, launching him into the air. Martin FIRES

LASERS out at Creepy Jake, hitting him and causing him to

fall to the ground.

MARTIN

Or how smart.

Creepy Martin headbutts right at Jake, but Jake locks Creepy

Martin in a headlock and judo throws him right into a parked

(CONTINUED)
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truck trailer CRASHING into it. Jake leaps into the air and

pulls out a plasma axe and swings it down onto Creepy

Martin. Creepy Martin catches the plasma axe with his teeth.

Jake takes out his taser stick and SHOCKS it against his

plasma axe, causing it to EXPLODE. The SMOKE CLEARS and

Creepy Martin gets all of his teeth to fall out.

JAKE

Or how dumb.

Creepy Bruce throws a triple kick attack right Fluffy

kicking her right against the wall. Fluffy pushes herself

off of the wall and she throws a powerful kick with the

combination with the Koalabot Zeta’s STRETCHING ABILITY and

kicks Creepy Bruce upward into the air and fall to the

ground. Fluffy STRETCHES Koalabot Zeta’s arms into the air

and RAPIDLY throws punches down onto Creepy Bruce, causing

the ground under him to CRACK under the pressure of the

punches.

FLUFFY

Or how lazy.

Paul throw RAPID punches at Creepy Fluffy. Creepy Fluffy

blocks the incoming punches and grabs Paul’s arm and judo

throws him to the ground. Paul FIRES koalabot Alpha’s laser

cannon at Creepy Fluffy, causing her to fly into the air and

then fall to the ground.

PAUL

We still take down the bad guy and

save the day, because once we are

together.

The Creepy Koalas are thrown against a wall. The Koalas

surrounds the Creepy Koalas.

THE KOALAS

WE Never Surrender.

CREEPY PAUL

We will be back someday.

CREEPY BRUCE

Could we at least put those days

off, I’m in utter pain.

PAUL

(smile)

Come on Koalas, lets go back to the

party.

The Koalas wearing their koalabots as armor BLAST OFF into

the sky and FLY down into the distance.
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Professor Steel Skull, Enzo Zitzo and his two bodyguards all

came into the streets seeing that the Creepy Koalas are all

on the ground in defeat.

ENZO ZITZO

Hmm, Looks like daddy’s children

are defeated.

Professor Steel Skull SHOCKS Enzo causing him to fall to the

ground. Professor Steel Skull walks out from the shadows and

walks up to the Creepy Koalas, Enzo and his bodyguards.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

(mad)

They’re not my children they are my

creations.

CUT TO

INT. S.P.D’S PENTHOUSE LIVING ROOM EVENING MOMENTS LATER

HIP HOP MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Back at S.P.D’s penthouse

Jake, Dexter, Peter and Bruce are playing on S.P.D’s Play

Box with the controllers, Martin and Paul are eating the

rest of the tacos and Fluffy and Stan are playing cards.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(asked)

So how was round two with your

fight against the Creepy Koalas.

BRUCE

We defeated them.

JAKE

You can say that again.

MARTIN

We are together we never surrender.

STAN

So are you going fight them again?

PAUL

Nope let’s just take the night off

we deserve it.

JAKE

Sounds good to me.
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MARTIN

But fighting our opposites is just

completely weird.

FLUFFY

Totally, I mean look at my copy,

she doesn’t have any taste for

fashion.

STAN

(smiles)

I think she pulls of the guerrilla

warfare look nicely.

FLUFFY

(excited)

If she pulls it off, then I will

pull it off. Be right back.

Fluffy runs out of the penthouse and into the elevator. The

elevator CLOSES on her.

PAUL

(ask Stan)

You did that just to joke around

with her?

STAN

Yes I did. Yes I did.

CUT TO

INT.PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL’S LAIR EVENING

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. At Professor Steel

Skull’s lair, Professor Steel Skull uses his gauntlet to

SHOCK each of the Creepy Koalas and then kicks them down to

the floor.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

(mad)

I have made you to defeat the

Koalas once and for all.

CREEPY PAUL

(worried)

But we beat them the first time

that is still good right, right.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

(mad)

Yes, but you suppose to destroy

them, not to be defeated by them.
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CREEPY MARTIN

So what now are we grounded or

something dad.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

(furious)

I AM NOT YOUR FATHER I AM YOUR

CREATOR.

CREEPY FLUFFY

(asked)

So what now, "Creator"?

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

(answered)

Simple I also been working on

another creation of mine.

CREEPY MARTIN

So we’re getting a little brother

right?

Professor Steel Skull punches Creepy Martin.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

It’s not your little brother, it’s

a creature called Beasty a creature

with a lot of venom, strength and

power, before you know it the

Koalas shall be defeated.

The Creepy Koalas turn to the last cylinder at the end of

the 5th one and it starts to SHAKE. RED GLOWING EYES APPEAR

from the last cylinder.

FADE TO BLACK


